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An optimal mitigation strategy crucially depends on three underdetermined main char-
acteristics of the coupled economy-climate system: the learning rate of renewables
(Bauer et al., 2005), climate sensitivity (Gerlagh and van der Zwaan, 2004) and the
leakage rate of CO2 (Bauer et al., 2005) sequestered underground in the context of
carbon capture and sequestration (CCS). Optimal investment in mitigation options
under uncertainty is the issue society ultimately has to deal with. Here we present an
algorithm that delivers such optimal investment streams under uncertain climate and
technology parameters (Held et al., subm.). It turns out that optimal investment paths
cannot be mimicked by deterministic analyses, fed by re-tuned deterministic parame-
ter settings, such as above-average climate sensitivity.

In this context the global rate of leakage from underground CO2 in the context of CCS
requires extra treatment: this parameter is up to now an ill-posed concept, as it will be
a strong function of the institutional setting for CCS. Hence we have proposed CCS-
bonds (Edenhofer et al., 2005) as an institutional incentive to determine (Friedmann et
al., 2006) and reduce the globally aggregated leakage rate. We also discuss a version
that allows for an elegant nesting with a global CO2 cap and trade system. However,
any such bond scheme will crucially depend on local detection limits of CO2 leakage,
prospects of which will also be summarised during this session.

The final goal must be an overall strategy to embed the risks of mitigation options in



an integrated assessment on the optimal mix of options.
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